Nexthink Experience.
Leading Digital Employee Experience Management

Nexthink provides IT teams with unprecedented insight into the digital employee experience
and how to improve it through a unique combination of real-time analytics, employee
feedback and automated remediation. By correlating technical performance and employee
sentiment, IT teams gain complete employee-centric visibility over their IT ecosystem to
move from reactive problem solving to continuous, proactive improvement.
Finally, IT can deliver on the promise of the modern digital workplace.

The power of being proactive
Nexthink provides IT with the means to quantify the digital employee experience,
as well as a simple, guided process to focus on and resolve issues with the greatest
impact. With real-time visibility and automatic issue prioritization, IT can easily detect
and remediate issues before they impact employees.

Stop guessing. Start nexthinking.

Trusted Global Provider

Scalable Delivery

Proven Partnerships

1,000+ customers across
all industries

11M+ endpoints served

Top managed service
providers leveraging Nexthink

Category Leader

Global Presence

Pioneer in the Digital Employee
Experience Management market

700+ employees over
9 global locations

The Cloud-Native Platform for Managing
Digital Employee Experience
Nexthink Experience provides an employee-centric view of devices, applications and networks.
From pre-built dashboards to detailed event analysis and advanced visualizations, you can
measure and manage the digital employee experience in an ongoing, continuous fashion.

Real-time, event-level visibility
and analytics

Experience quantified,
enterprise-wide

Obtain real-time, actionable insights into
every employee and activity, at every
moment - across devices, operating
systems and any workplace location.

Score and benchmark the experience
of internal groups and use prioritized
recommendations to proactively improve
experience across the organization.

AI-driven insights and automated
remediation guidance

Targeted employee engagement

Implement AI-driven recommendations
based on precise user, device and
infrastructure issue detection to
improve the employee experience.

Conduct contextual employee
engagement, correlating sentiment with
technical metrics to reveal unreported
issues and drive awareness and selfhelp campaigns.

Pre-built use-case content
Access an ever-growing catalog of
100+ Library Packs offering out-of-thebox content to meet specific IT or
business needs.

Learn More
Nexthink is the leader in digital employee experience
management software. The company gives IT leaders
unprecedented insight into employees’ daily experiences
of technology at the device level – freeing IT to progress
from reactive problem solving to proactive optimization.
Ready to get started? Schedule Demo
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